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Fleet Renewal Plan 2012 Under Way 

The Coast Guard is currently implementing its Fleet Renewal Plan 2012 and 

also planning for the future. 

• The Fleet Renewal Plan is updated every 5 years to make sure our plans remain current.  

• Since 2012, $7B has already been committed to:                      

The same OFSV #1 nearing completion at 

VSY in October 2017. 

First block of the Offshore Fisheries 

Science Vessel (OFSV) #1 being lifted 

at Vancouver Shipyards (VSY) in 

October 2015. 

Renewing half of our large vessels (smaller half) 

Progress being made on OFSV #2 at 

VSY in October 2017. 

A time lapse video of building the Offshore Fisheries Science Vessel #1: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=juBqz5FF2gs  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=juBqz5FF2gs
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First Channel Survey and Sounding Vessel 

being built at Kanter Marine in fall 2017. 

First Search and Rescue (SAR) 

lifeboat being built at Hike Metal 

Products in summer 2017 . 

 Renewing almost half of our small vessels 

Fleet Renewal Plan 2012 Under Way 

First Bay Class SAR Lifeboat delivered 

to Coast Guard at Hike Metal Products 

in August 2017. 
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Fleet Renewal Plan 2012 Under Way 

New Bell 412EPI helicopter arriving at Coast 

Guard base in Prince Rupert, BC in spring 2017. 

CCGS Earl Grey undergoing Vessel Life Extension 

works at Davie Shipbuilding in spring 2016.  

 Vessel Life Extension works to keep aging                               

ships in service until replacements are 

delivered 

 Renewing 100% of our helicopters                                        

(all 22 are now delivered!) 
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Fleet Renewal Plan 2017 

A core team is established to advance Coast Guard’s 

Fleet Renewal Plan 2017, supported by third-party 

expertise of QinetiQ, - a multinational defence 

technology company. 

 

Together, we are identifying the requirements for the Fleet of the 

Future by: 

 

 Analyzing Coast Guard’s mandate and future needs. 

 Validating program requirements. 

 Assessing the operational effectiveness and capability of the 

proposed assets. 
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Planning for the Fleet of the Future 

 

 Increased icebreaking needs to 

support the shipping, transportation 

and tourism industries. 

 Towing capacity requirements in 

areas of higher risk, as committed in 

Canada’s Oceans Protection Plan. 

 Enhanced offshore patrolling capacity 

due to increasing Marine Protected 

Areas.  

 Enhanced Arctic presence in support 

of science, hydrography and shipping. 

Responding to commitments to the environment and the economy  

Coast Guard’s planning for the future fleet will address: 
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The Features of the Fleet of the Future 

 

Coast Guard’s Fleet of the Future will be designed to reflect 

the following key principles: 

 Modularity to provide increased versatility to support 

multiple missions and adapt to new and innovative 

technologies. 

(I.e.: The design of the Polar Icebreaker). 

 “Green” technology to reduce emissions and marine 

pollution, including noise pollution.  

(I.e.: the possibility of Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG)-

powered ships to reduce greenhouse gases). 

 Specific ship design aspects to reflect workplace 

diversity. 

(I.e.: incorporating ergonomic and equality principles from 

the outset, in the design phase of new vessels).  
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A Future Fleet of Mission-Modular Ships 
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A Future Fleet of Mission-Modular Ships 

• Mission-modular ships can be equipped to meet operational requirements for multiple 

Coast Guard missions at the same time. 

  

Not ships that can do a bit of everything – but can do nothing well.  
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Mission Modularity: Coast Guard’s Polar Icebreaker 

The Canadian Coast Guard has already started applying mission modularity to the design of 

its vessels. 
 

 

Polar (Multi-Mission Icebreaker) 

Coast Guard’s Polar Icebreaker is designed to: 

 

 Carry 8 modules; 

 Include adaptable interfaces for new 

technologies, equipment and program needs; 

and 

 Enable the crew to swiftly reconfigure onboard 

mission sets.  
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Mission Modularity: International Examples  

• Other coast guard organizations are already using multi-mission vessels in their fleets. 

Turva (Multipurpose Offshore Patrol Vessel) 
Finland 

Polaris (Icebreaker) 

Characteristics: 

 

 First LNG-powered patrol vessel in Finland; 

Carries an inflatable boat and a larger patrol boat (stowed in the ship);  

Has air, on surface and underwater surveillance systems; and 

 Is equipped for rescue operations, firefighting, environmental response 

and emergency towing. 

 

Characteristics: 

 

 First LNG-powered icebreaker in the world; 

 Is an icebreaker but can also respond to oil spills; 

 Is equipped for mechanical oil recovery both at sea and on ice. 
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Sweden 
Poseidon (Multipurpose Vessel) 

Characteristics: 

 

Has a deck crane, oil recovery system, life boats and a towing 

winch;  

Can perform fishery protection, environmental protection, 

marine traffic control, search and rescue, towing, fire 

fighting and diving. 

 The vessel’s design-platform can be modified to meet customer-

specific requirements. 

Germany 

Characteristics: 

 

 This multi-platform vessel can support buoy tending, marine traffic 

control, icebreaking, firefighting and emergency towing. 
 

Neuwerk (Pollution Control Vessel) 

Mission Modularity: International Examples  
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Interim Measures 

In addition to planning for the future fleet, Cost Guard 

is developing interim measures to sustain program 

delivery where gaps exist. 

• Request For Information (RFI) in March 2017 has identified options to fill 

potential capacity gaps in icebreaking and heavy towing services over 

the next five years, and potentially over the next 15-20 years. 

• Interim solutions may involve conducting Vessel Life Extension works on 

Coast Guard’s aging ships and leasing or buying vessels. 

• To address icebreaking gaps in the Central and Arctic Region, Coast 

Guard has already put in place short-term supply arrangements. 

– The supply arrangements will be used when needed, in addition to 

Coast Guard’s capacity (i.e.: during longer ice seasons).  

 

Using interim measures complements the National Shipbuilding                                                                         

Strategy by allowing the Coast Guard to plan for the delivery of new 

ships, while having a strategy in place for the retirement of older 

assets. 
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Next Steps 

Coast Guard is committed to continued icebreaking service delivery 

and renewing Canada’s civilian fleet! 

 

Questions/Comments? 

 


